John Wheeldon Primary Academy Geography
Curriculum Intent Statement 2019/20
Intent
At John Wheeldon Primary Academy it is our intent for the Geography curriculum
to inspire our pupils with a curiosity and fascination about the world and its people
that will remain with them for the rest of their lives.
The teaching of this subject will equip our pupils with knowledge about diverse
places, people, resources and natural and human environments together with a
greater understanding of the Earth’s key physical and human processes and to
encourage the children to show their respect for their local, national and
international environment.
As our pupils progress through our school and increase their Geographical skills,
their growing knowledge about the world will help them to deepen their
understanding of the interaction between physical and human processes and of the
formation and use of landscapes and environments.
We want our children to gain confidence and enjoy practical experiences through
local fieldwork studies and in our wider community in Stafford and Staffordshire
which has a wealth of both geographical and historical features. As their skills further
develop our intent is that all our pupils gain knowledge, understanding and can
explain how the Earth’s features at different scales are shaped, interconnected and
change over time.
Implementation
A high quality of geography in our school is delivered through our Topics via
Cornerstones which encourages our children to gain geographical skills through our
interactive learning projects. You will find these on our school website along with
the links to other core and foundation subjects (see Curriculum Maps of the year
groups at JWPA). The school and classroom environments encourage our pupils to
engage, develop, innovate and express themselves through their own unique stage
of development and learning. The outstanding teaching ensures that all our pupils
gain knowledge and skills appropriate for their age and have high expectations to
challenge all our pupils to be proud of their work. Each teacher checks against a
geographical skills progression sheet to ensure that all our pupils are reaching their
full potential at JWPA.
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Impact
Our pupils use their skills gained through geography to understand the everchanging world they live in and to apply their knowledge to other curriculum subjects
and to have dynamic ideas for the future. Each year JWPA is involved in “There Is
No Planet B” and Perkins Engineering Company competitions which help them to
use and apply their skills and to be involved in the wider community of Stafford.
We are PROUD of all we do!
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